
EVENT SPACES



The Drivery is a perpetual motion machine of the 
most innovative companies in mobility and brings  
together futurists, makers, thinkers, and doers who are 
all passionate about shaping the future of mobility.  
Next to the beautiful Teltow Canal you can find 10,000 m2 

 space of an integrated maker garage, multifaceted 
coworking and fabulous event spaces.

All located in the breathtaking historic Ullsteinhaus 
featured with high-speed WiFi, brand-new and  
modern equipment, natural daylight and a brilliant 
event coordinator who creates with you your individuell 
concept to stage your next event. No matter whether  
it is a Hackathon, a Conference, an Award Show, a 
Meet-up or a Barcamp, we guarantee you a dynamic 
and thrilling event experience.

EVENT SPACES
DEEP SPACE Capacity up to 400  10

ALGORITHM FARM Capacity up to 50  16

HANGAR 18 Capacity up to 80  20

MAKER GARAGES  Capacity up to 80  24
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TAILORED SERVICES FOR EVENTS
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ADDITIONAL EVENT
management can include security, hosting, 
additional furniture, catering and more.
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The Deep Space, the biggest of four event spaces 
and a real show-stopper comes without the radiation, 
lack of gravitational pulls, black holes and unknown, 
never-ending vastness of real deep space. 

Instead, the 400 visitors will expect an open, bright 
room, which is equipped with Berlin’s largest indoor  
HD LED screen and a brand new audio system. The 
impressive event hall is perfectly suited for talks, pre-
sentations, showcases and launches and will keep au-
diophiles and presenters happy alike.

DEEP 
SPACE

Expansive 700 m² event hall

Capacity up to 400

Talks, presentations, panel 
events, demo days, screenings, 
and showcases
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RR With the easy-to-use audio system interface, 
high-speed WiFi and the wireless microphones the 
setup is a snap and ready in no time.

Whether you want all eyes facing forward to 
the main stage or desks set up for getting down 
to business, this flexible space offers a number 
of setup options for you and your visions and 
won’t disappoint in hosting your event. 14



II
230” Full HD 1080p Screen

Numerous setup options available
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The Algorithm Farm is the place to be for all the 
tech-savvy people. It’s a safe and calm area used for 
cultivating ideas, structuring data, tending to code 
bases and putting notions into motion.

With 22 screens, 44 desks and high-speed WiFi 
this space is ideal for hackathons and work-focused 
retreats. So innovators can plug in quickly to the world 
wide web and get started exploring, collaborating and 
building a bright and economic future.

ALGORITHM 
FARM

Professional 200 m² space

Capacity up to 45

Perfect for hackathons,  
work retreats

GPU processing power for  
deep learning
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VV Enjoy the late night grind? Hackathon 
participants have 24/7 access to facilities.
Need refreshments? Ask about our catering 
services for drinks and snack options.
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Unfortunately you won’t find planes in our Hangar 18 
but what you can find is a flexible, modular and spa-
cious area for networking that can be adapted into 
three separate breakout rooms for more intimate  
gatherings. 

The special thing about Hangar 18, it includes a 
modern cooking area. So it is also perfect for lunch & 
learns, happy hours and catered events.

HANGAR 18

Modular 180 m² space

Includes a cooking area

Capacity up to 80 

Perfect for pitches, lunch & 
learns, networking receptions, 
happy hours and catered events
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This space is terrfic for lunch & 
learns, workshops, board meetings, 
or networking.

98inch UHD 4k Screen
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RR
A truly unique space, the Maker Garage is the playing 

field for mobility with eight separate hardware studios that 
are designed to accelerate ideas in real-time. 

Each hardware studio features 6x6 m2 of workshop 
space on the ground level and 30 m2 of office space di-
rectly above —  
allowing makers to iterate and innovate quickly.

If you are thinking Back To The Future meets present- 
day tech, then you’re on the right track. The Maker Garage 
has all one needs to go full-on Doc Brown and Marty  
McFly including a 3D-Printer, lathe, 4-axis mill, and  
TIG/MIG/MAG welding equipment, and specialized tools 
such as multi-channel oscilloscopes, laboratory power 
sources, and function generators. 

The Maker Garage’s biggest feature is that you also 
have the opportunity to exhibit your own vehicles. This is 
a very unique benefit compared to the conventional event 
areas in Berlin.

MAKER  
GARAGES

Modular 500 m² space

Capacity up to 80 

Perfect for pitches, hands-on 
meetings, networking receptions, 
happy hours and catered events
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The Drivery team will help you to get used to the 
cutting-edge equipment and tools, so you can speed up 
the development of your project. Therefore this studios 
are truly perfect to make your dreams about the future 
of mobility coming true. 

Fully-equipped maker garage Office space above workshop

FEATURES

Power current 400V

Two column car lift

Galleries equipped with screens and desks

8 equipped garage boxes
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YY
CATERING  
& ADDITIONAL 
BENEFITS

Want to make sure everyone eats? Offerings can 
include vegan snacks and fully vegan meals. Various 
drink options also available on-demand, including tea, 
water, coffee, cola, and beer.
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ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Access to our innovators’ community

Ramp available

Industrial elevator

OPTIONAL BENEFITS

Additional Furniture

Additional Equipment

Tech Support

Event Management

Event Operation & Setup

Photographer

Promotional support for your event

Recommendations

Security

Event Greeters

Catering
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Ready to book? 
Contact us:
info@thedrivery.berlin

ADDRESS
The Drivery GmbH
Mariendorfer Damm 1
12099 Berlin
Germany

CONTACT
+49 (0) 174 78 42 385
info@thedrivery.berlin
www.thedrivery.com

FOLLOW US
instagram.com/thedrivery
linkedin.com/company/thedrivery


